QUICK START WITH SCANEARTH

IMPORTANT NOTE
ScanEarth is a complex app that relies on digital topographic data as well
as data provided by the smartphone’s built-in devices (GPS,
accelerometers, magnetometers, etc.). That data can be sometimes
inaccurate or missing, making impossible guarantee the accuracy of the
data shown in all cases. That is why for uses in which the integrity of
persons or property may be at risk, ScanEarth must be used with
knowledge of these limitations.

NOTE ON FREE VERSION
Some features of ScanEarth free version are limited but most of the
functionality is preserved. The free version allows users test the
application to decide if they want to purchase the upgrade to full version.
The basic limitation is the distance at which the scan is performed, which
is limited to 4 km (~2.5 miles) for all courses but a window from 10° to
20° degrees North. At more distance, geographical data of the target (all
but altitude) is not shown on screen and the maps (satellite and
topographic) are not available to locate that targets on them. Pins for
targets beyond this limit and tracking points beyond 10 km (~6 miles)
won’t be placed. All other functionality is the same as in the upgraded
version.
To upgrade to full version, enter the purchase panel shown from Main
menu, button ‘UPGRADE’.

*****
The basic objective of ScanEarth is to show a set of geographic
information about the image that the user has on the screen, either a virtual
image or a combination of virtual and real (Augmented Reality mode).
ScanEarth uses a combination of GPS, gyroscope, and magnetometer
data to know the location and perspective of the viewer and displays the
appropriate images and data on screen. This data includes geographical
coordinates, distance, altitude, and others. The computing is done in real
time and the data is shown continuously on screen as the device moves and
points to targets around.
This document describes the basic operation of the app to start quickly
with it. Many features are omitted to allow a simpler but functional
operation. The first section (Very Quick Start) describes the start process
avoiding explanations and only giving instructions to reach the Camera
screen as soon as possible. From Camera screen it is possible to expand
knowledge easily because almost all screens and panels contain an icon
at the lower left corner to provide a detailed help about the options and
operation of its elements.
The other section (Quick start), although brief, describes a more
detailed way to start in a short time, explaining more functionality and
features.

VERY QUICK START

Open ScanEarth and wait to the
Main menu screen.
Grant the permissions needed
by the app (location, camera and
camera roll).

Once granted all permissions,
tap ADD MAP button.

Tap button Standard. This will
load a medium map centered in
your actual GPS location.

Type a name to the new map (no
spaces or special symbols
allowed), then tap OK.

When the progress bar reaches
100%, tap OK.

Tap Go ahead option to start
working with the loaded map.

Tap GPS button when a valid
location appears on its right.

You are now in the main screen of
the app. Gyroscope is active so you
can now see a virtual image of the
terrain you are pointing with the
smartphone. Most features are now
available like locate targets in maps
( or ) or activating camera
to take pictures and use to freeze
images (Augmented Reality mode).

Gestures to adjust real and virtual images

To locate targets in maps on virtual image simply tap on icon
(for satellite
maps) or
(for topo maps) and a new map screen appears centered in the target.

To take a picture, with gyroscope activated (tapped
to make icon
appear),
tap on
to activate camera and point to the target on real image (ignore virtual
relief lines by the moment). Then tap on picture icon
and the image will freeze.
Adjust relief image to match with the real (pinch, drag and/or rotate for that).

The virtual image needs to be enlarged
and dragged

A small rotation is required

The match is now right

When done the match, tap OK button on the right bottom. The picture is saved in
gallery with the data overlay.

To scan on a frozen image, with gyroscope activated (tapped
to make icon
appear), tap on
to activate camera and point to the target on real image.
Then tap
and the real image gets frozen. Adjust relief image to match with the
real (pinch, drag and/or rotate for that in the same way as for taking a picture).
When done the match tap OK button on the right bottom. Now you can drag the
image to scan on it. Map icons ( or ) can be used here to locate targets. Tap
again to return to normal state.

*****
QUICK START
This section describes a more detailed way to get started quickly with
the application than the previous one, but it is still only an approach.
The first time the app starts, you will be asked about the permissions
needed for the app to work. They consist of the following:
• Location: the app needs to locate the viewer on the map to show on
screen the correct perspective.
• Access to Camera: it is needed to see images with an overlay of data
and to take photos.
• Access to Gallery: it is needed to store the photos taken.
All these permissions should be granted to ScanEarth to work correctly.
Once granted the permissions required, the screen Main menu in shown
with its six buttons in two rows:

In the bottom left of it can be found the QUICK START button, that
shows this help document.
The first thing to do at this screen is loading a new map to work with.
For that, the button ADD MAP must be tapped. A new screen appears with
an option panel. The option Standard will automatically load a map of
medium dimensions centered in your GPS position.

The other option, Manual, will allow you to select manually a map of
arbitrary location and dimensions. With this appears another screen

showing a world map with a cross in the middle which you can slide to
point anywhere in the world.

At the left of the screen there is a toolbar with five icons whose functions
are, from up to down, zoom in ( ), zoom out ( ), download ( ), hide this
toolbar ( ) and show the help document of this screen ( ).
On the right of this screen there is a three-dots
button. Tapping the
dots makes appear the menu of this screen in which you can find some of
the toolbar functions. The menu also contains a button named GoToGPS
that centers the map to point your actual location in the world if you are
interested in your surrounding area, but you can download any other area
of the map. The button BACK returns to the main menu screen and the >
button hides the menu.

When entering the screen, the button DOWNLOAD of the toolbar (and
menu) is disabled and a red message warns about the impossibility of
acquire such a large area. It remains in this state until you select an area of
about 500 km wide or less (< 300 miles).

In some devices may appear a blue rectangle that limits the area to
download to the area inside it. This is to get similar map dimensions in any
direction. There is also a limitation in latitudes: the area must be contained
between 60° North and 56° South. The selection of the area is done scrolling

the map and using the zoom buttons. Once selected an available area (all
you can see on screen), the button DOWNLOAD gets enabled.

When tapped (either in the menu or the toolbar), it starts downloading
the map and a progress bar is displayed showing the state of the operation.
A data connection is needed for this, so it is recommended doing under a
Wi-Fi connection to preserve your data quota.

When the download finishes, the progress bar reaches 100% and the
OK button can be tapped.

A panel with two options appears and you can choose between going ahead
with the just loaded map or return to Main menu.

With the first option we navigate directly to the Initial location screen,
where we can locate the viewer´s position. The second option navigates to
the MAIN MENU screen, where we can tap the button MAPS and a new
screen will be seen.

This screen is a list of loaded maps. Initially only the one we have just
loaded will be present.

By tapping on one of these maps, it gets activated for the app and a new
screen is shown, the Initial location screen, which is where we go directly
if selected the option Go ahead in the previous option panel. This screen
asks to locate the viewer in the map. It shows different options to locate the
viewer. The usual option is selecting the actual position of the viewer given
by the built-in GPS device (GPS button) so that the image shown in the
following screen (camera screen) represents the real world around, but you
can choose for that among several other options: we can enter an explicit
coordinate pair (latitude and longitude) or locate the viewer on a satellite
or topographic map.

Choosing a location other than the actual given by GPS causes that virtual
images shown in the camera screen look as if the viewer were in the selected
location. Of course, in these cases, it has no sense activating the camera to
see real images and only virtual images have sense to be shown.

Once selected a button to locate the viewer, the Camera screen is shown.
This is the main screen of the app, and after a brief computing indicated by
a progress bar, it draws a view of the surrounding relief in which you are
located (real or virtually). Most features are now available.

The Camera screen has multiple elements, mainly indicators at the top and
bottom and toolbars at both sides.
The information shown by the lower indicators is about the location of the
viewer: geographical coordinates (latitude and longitude), altitude,
horizontal field of view (FOV) shown by image and actual date and time.

The information of the upper indicators is the corresponding to the target
pointed to by the cross in the center of the screen: latitude, longitude and
altitude, and the relative to this target from viewer’s position: bearing,
elevation and distance (optionally gradient and slope of the terrain pointed
too).

The view can be scrolled to point anywhere around. That causes the upper
indicators change with the information of the new targets you are passing
over. There are also two toolbars on both sides of this screen. The left one
has four buttons. In it, the lower one is the mentioned help button which
shows a document describing in detail the functionality of the screen.

The following upwards is a three-dots button
of both right and left toolbars.

that toggles the visibility

By activating the compass, tapping icon , a new icon appears replacing it
( ). Then gyroscope and magnetometer start working, and the screen
shows seamlessly the relief of the view in front of your device as it moves
without the need to scroll manually the screen. As you move the smartphone
around, the upper indicators update their information accordingly.
The upper button is either a picture icon
or a screenshot icon
depending on the camera state, on or off. In the first case, it allows taking
pictures or screen shots in the latter. This process will be described later.
The right toolbar consists in seven buttons with different functions. The
upper one is a camera icon
, it toggles on or off the back camera device
so that the relief lines can be drawn superimposed on the preview image
supplied by the camera. This functionality, combined with the gyroscope,
make the indicators show the geographic data corresponding to the image
the camera is pointing.

Ideally the real image and the virtual (the relief lines) should match but
usually a bias affects the gyroscope and magnetometer so that the matching
is not perfect. Anyway, the reference of the data displayed is always the
virtual image. Calibrating the accelerometer and the magnetometer (doing
the classical ∞ shape) may help a lot to improve the matching.

Anyway, the app provides a function to get accurate measurement by
freezing the camera image and adjusting virtual image to match. For that,
tap the icon . When done, the camera image freezes and can be adjusted
to overlap by sliding the relief lines, enlarging / stretching, and if necessary,
rotating the image.

Once frozen, the relief lines need to be enlarged to match the real image.

To enlarge/stretch the relief lines pinch on screen:

After sliding the lines down, the image is still unmatched and needs to
be rotated counterclockwise.

Next step is rotate the picture counterclockwise to match the lines.

To rotate the picture the gesture is as shown:

The adjustment at the edges of the image will not be perfect due to
some optical distortion, but it is very small. You may need some trials to
get the match but once done, tapping the button OK makes both real and
virtual images scroll together when you slide, showing on indicators the
data of the targets pointed as you scroll with your finger. Tapping icon
again leaves this mode.

After adjustment the matching is correct.

As said before, the app also allows taking pictures of the images
pointed with an overlay of data. For that, the icon
of the left toolbar

must be tapped (camera must be active). Then, the image gets frozen in the
same way as with snowflake icon and the same process of adjusting must
be done. You just need to adjust the image to make sure the pointed target
matches, as only this data will be displayed on the image. Once the match
is achieved, the button OK stores the picture in gallery with the correct data
overlaid; an additional copy of the image without the overlay of data is
stored in gallery too.
In this brief description we are going to describe only two more buttons of
this toolbar. The fourth one from top is a satellite icon ; when it is tapped
and if the indicators are showing a real target data, the screen changes to a
satellite map (provided by Apple Maps) centered in the target pointed by
the previous screen. For this map to appear you need a data connection. The
screen shows indicators with the coordinates of the northwest and southeast
corners, a rule to measure distances as well as the coordinates of the center
point and its altitude. There is also a three dots button in this screen which
shows a menu with the different actions available in the screen.

The next button down the toolbar
does the same as the previous one
but in this case the image is a topographic map colored on altitudes. It is
useful if you are interested in topographic details or to work offline, because
this map is generated by the app itself, but the info shown is limited (it does
not show names or roads).

Both map screens have a menu which basically allows the user zooming in
or out the image, mark points and paths, relocate virtually the viewer in
another place, for example, selecting an elevated point ( icon) to have a
360º view around in camera screen, change the scale of colors, show
contour lines or a grid of coordinates, etc.

The other icons of the right toolbar of Camera screen ( and
) are for
recording places and paths which then can be seen on both camera and maps
screens. A more detailed description of this can be found in the help of
Camera screen.
With this brief description, a basic handling of the application can be
achieved. There are many features and functions available and they are
described in the Help of every screen or panel by tapping the mentioned
button . Among others, you can configure colors, distances, zoom, chart
of altitudes, etc. A complete tutorial of the app can be accessed in the Main
menu screen by tapping USER GUIDE or with your computer visiting our
web page http://goldfinchlabs.com/ in a more comfortable way.

